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1S1o‘s CHEMTRAN ‘“ “Compatibilizes”
Fties of Encoded Chemical Structures

I

“Compatibilize” and CHEMTRAN
are new words. Surprisingly, “debabel-
ize” is not. Unfortunately it not only
disparages the useful diversity of chemi-
cal “languages” and codes, but also
suggests that CHEMTRAN is another
chemical language. It isn’t. CHEMTRAN

aspires to become auniversal interpreter
of and between various existing sys-
tems–hence, it compatibilizes.

The origins of CHEMTRAN go back
to my original interest in this pro-
blem.1-z Recently, this culminated in
the successful completion of computer
programs which convert Wiswesser Line
Notation into so-called “Dokumenta-
tionsring” fragment codess by means
of computer-generated connectivity
tables.q These connectivity tables pro-
vide the basic intermediate records re-
quired not only for the WLN-to-Ring
conversion, but also for conversion to
any other fragment code, as e.g., the
DuPont codes used for indexing chemi-
cal patents.

CHEMTRAN can also be used
to generate other connectivity tables,
such as those used by Chemical Ab-
stracts. CHEMTRAN might be com-
pared to a common computer lan-
guage such as Cobol. Through “com-
pilers” Cobol compatibilizes various
computers. Unlike Cobol, interestingly
enough, CHEMTRAN does not in.
crease the computer running time re-
quired to solve searching problems
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>n the contrary, the generation of
“ragment codes or “screens” simplifies
earthing enormously, since the in-
dividual fragment code, like a standard
:omputer instruction, pre-programs
)therwise complex programs.

In a previous series, 6-9 I described
why chemists, pharmacologists and
>thers need to search by substructures,
fragments, moieties, etc. Space does
not permit me to repeat those basic
notions here. The diversity of problems

. .
:equwlng such a capability accounts
for the incredible variety of systems in
the literature. Tire irresistible intellec-
tual challenge of designing a new
chemical code must also be a factor,
since in so many cases existing methods
would have been adequate to the pro-
blem area involved.

Some special codes concentrate on
specific structural features, others can
be applied only to one type of com-
pound, as e.g., steroids, peptides, etc.
C)ne such code included the notion of
“electron sinks. ” Unfortunately, find-
ing encoders capable of identifying
these sinks was quite prohibitive.

Md]ions of compounds have been
encoded in various systems. Chemical
created for about 2 million com-
pounds. The U.S. Patent Office has
large files that use the Hayward nota-
tion. The lnternationale Dokumenta-
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tionsgesellschaft fiir Chemie uses topol-
ogical methods as well as a fragment
code known as GREMAS. The previous-
ly mentioned Dokumentationsring has
a huge fde of literature encoded in
its “Ring” code. 1S1’s magnetic tape
fdes contain almost one million com-
pounds in the Wiswesser Line Notation.
Most drug and chemical companies
have large internal fdes, many in WLN,
and numerous fdes exist at various
academic and governmental organiza-
tions.

Most of these fdes are publicly
available. The very availability of these
large manipulable data banks makes the
problem of compatibility critical. Ac-
quiring necessary expertise in two or
three systems can be enervating and
expensive. Further, it is frequently
desirable to maintain uniformity in
formulating search strategies.

The obvious answer is the ability to
convert one file into the language and
format of any other, which is what
CHEMTRAN is designed to do. Many
organizations have studied the inter-
conversion problem, but none has pro-
duced a universally acceptable inter-
mediary language. Since every system
seems to have some decided advantages,
the only practical solution is to pro-
vide interconversion so that the user
can chose the system that best satisfles
his needs.

CHEMTRAN’S capabilities were re-
cently described to the representatives
of over 25 European and American
drug companies in meetings held in
Paris and Washington. The outcome of
these meetings will be a major modifica-
tion in our Index Chemicus Registry
System tapes, and the availability of
them to both industrial and academ-
ic groups. In addition, licenses for
CHEMTRAN will be made available.
[f you are interested in any of these
developments, please let us know.
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